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Brains use predictive models to facilitate the processing of expected
stimuli or planned actions. Under a predictive model, surprising (low
probability) stimuli or actions necessitate the immediate reallocation of processing resources, but they can also signal the need to
update the underlying predictive model to reﬂect changes in the
environment. Surprise and updating are often correlated in experimental paradigms but are, in fact, distinct constructs that can be
formally deﬁned as the Shannon information (IS) and Kullback–
Leibler divergence (DKL) associated with an observation. In a saccadic planning task, we observed that distinct behaviors and brain
regions are associated with surprise/IS and updating/DKL. Although
surprise/IS was associated with behavioral reprogramming as indexed by slower reaction times, as well as with activity in the
posterior parietal cortex [human lateral intraparietal area (LIP)],
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) was speciﬁcally activated during updating of the predictive model (DKL). A second saccade-sensitive region in the inferior posterior parietal cortex (human 7a),
which has connections to both LIP and ACC, was activated by
surprise and modulated by updating. Pupillometry revealed a further dissociation between surprise and updating with an early
positive effect of surprise and late negative effect of updating
on pupil area. These results give a computational account of the
roles of the ACC and two parietal saccade regions, LIP and 7a, by
which their involvement in diverse tasks can be understood mechanistically. The dissociation of functional roles between regions
within the reorienting/reprogramming network may also inform
models of neurological phenomena, such as extinction and Balint
syndrome, and neglect.
eye movement

need to update the internal model to predict future observations
accurately in a changeable environment.
The within- and between-trial processes could be broadly
characterized in terms of surprise (or rather the reprogramming/
reorienting response caused by the surprising stimulus) and
updating (of the entire model), respectively. Consider, for example, the classic Posner orienting task (3), in which the locations of visual events are predicted either explicitly by symbolic
cues or implicitly by the fact that targets appear more frequently
in certain locations. Invalidly cued (surprising) targets evoke
behavioral reorienting (redirecting of attention or gaze to the
surprising target location), but they may also cause the participant to update his/her beliefs about the probable locations of
future targets.
Information theory gives distinct deﬁnitions of surprise and
updating that formalize the distinction between the surprise (and
consequent behavioral reorienting) evoked by a particular stimulus and updating of the overall model of the environment.
In information theory, the surprise associated with a particular
stimulus value, α, is characterized by its Shannon information
[IS(α)]:
IS ðαÞ ¼ − log pðαjpriorÞ;

where p(αjprior) is the prior probability that the observation α
would be made, given the brain’s internal model just before the
data point was observed. Therefore, the IS captures how unexpected
or unlikely a particular observation is, given the internal model.
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Signiﬁcance

I

n a nonrandom environment, brains can and should make use
of past experience to facilitate the processing of incoming
sensory information and the selection of actions, through prediction (1, 2). An important aspect of brain function is therefore
the construction and tuning of internal models to represent statistics of the environment that are relevant for future behavior.
The use of predictive internal models implies that not only are
some events well predicted (high probability under the model)
but, conversely, some events (which have a low probability under
the model) are surprising (3). Surprising events may be associated
with behavioral costs; for example, although valid attentional cues
speed reaction times (RTs), invalid cues lengthen them (3, 4).
However, surprising events can have a further signiﬁcance for the
observer in that they sometimes provide evidence for a change in
the environment, which would imply a need to update the brain’s
internal models to predict future events accurately.
Here, we explore the possibility that the brain carries out at
least two distinct operations when a surprising event occurs: (i)
within trial reorienting processes evoked by surprise, including
reallocation of resources to a previously deprioritized region of
space and/or replanning a motor response to an unexpected
stimulus, and (ii) between-trial processes, particularly the possible
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This study investigates the brain mechanisms by which people
disregard their previous beliefs about their environment and
start forming new beliefs. Surprising events are often a signal
that one’s previous beliefs are no longer valid. Using brain
imaging, we identiﬁed separate brain systems involved in
dealing with the immediate consequences of surprise (i.e.,
reprogramming actions) and in updating one’s beliefs about
the environment to predict future events accurately. We
present a mathematical and neuroanatomical model of how
brains adjust to change in their environment that may inform
our understanding of neurological disorders in which this adjustment process fails.
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DKL ðpostjjpriorÞ ¼ ∑ pðαjpriorÞ½log pðαjpriorÞ − log pðαjpostÞ;
α

[2]
where p(αjprior) is the probability that the observation α
would be made, given the model just before α was observed,
and p(αjpost) is the same quantity, given the updated model
just after α was observed.
As evident in Eq. 2, the DKL is the probability-weighted average change in the IS across all possible stimuli as a consequence of updating the model. Hence, although the IS describes
the degree of surprise evoked by observing a particular data
point α, the DKL describes how the model, as a whole, is updated
as a consequence of observing α.
Although surprise and updating have distinct computational
deﬁnitions, they are usually strongly correlated in experimental
paradigms. As already noted, invalid targets in a Posner paradigm could evoke just surprise or both surprise and updating,
depending on the task design. More theoretically, in temporal
difference learning (5), the updating of action or stimulus values
is driven by prediction error (surprise). Furthermore, the terminology used is confusing because the DKL (updating of the
model) has been described as “Bayesian” surprise (6). Note,
however, that the constructs are behaviorally dissociable: Surprise need not necessarily lead to updating, and updating can be
triggered without surprise. The relationship between surprise
and updating depends, among other things, on the learning rate
(7), the degree of expected stochasticity in the environment (8,
9), and the expected frequency or rate of change in the underlying environment (10). Furthermore, there exist scenarios in
which we might hypothesize that updating should be triggered in
the absence of surprising observations; for example, if the observer moves into a new context in which he knows a priori that
his old internal models are unlikely to be valid (11).
In the present study, we wished to investigate the neural mechanisms by which expectations (internal models) are updated, as
distinct from the mechanisms by which the immediate behavioral
response is reprogrammed to a surprising stimulus. We used
saccadic planning as a context in which to investigate this problem.
The choice of a saccadic planning task was motivated as follows. First, spatial attention and saccadic planning are clear
examples of predictive models, in which the violation of predictions (as in invalid trials on a Posner task) evokes a process of
behavioral reorienting that is measurable in terms of RT costs (3).
Second, the neural nature of predictive models over saccadic
target locations (the representations to be updated) is relatively
well understood. Networks of spatially tuned cells in macaque
parietal cortex represent maps over space of variables relevant to
saccadic planning, such as the probability of targets appearing or
the reward value associated with making a saccade to different
points in space (12–15).
Finally, the contrast between saccadic reprogramming (as
evoked by surprise) and updating of internal models has intriguing parallels in the neurological literature. Although it is
generally recognized that the posterior parietal cortex plays a key
role in control of eye movements and spatial attention, it has
long been noted that there is a fundamental difference between
the neurological syndromes that follow damage to the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), including the lateral intraparietal area (LIP),
and to the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) (16, 17). On the one hand,
impairments in the ability to reorient or redirect the eyes (18) in
Balint syndrome or the covert focus of attention (4) in the extinction syndrome, for example, are associated with damage to
the IPS that includes the LIP. By contrast, the quite distinct
O’Reilly et al.

Results
Seventeen participants completed two sessions of the same task:
a behavioral session in which high-quality eye tracking data were
acquired and a session with fMRI and concurrent eye tracking.
We sought to distinguish the neural response to surprise per se
from neural activity occurring when an internal model was to be
updated. To do this, we designed a saccade task in which the surprise associated with target locations (IS) and the updating of the
internal model (DKL) were dissociated by a relevance manipulation.
The task was a simple saccadic eye movement response task in
which participants could use prior knowledge about the spatial
distribution of saccadic targets to facilitate speeded eye movement
responses to them. On each trial, participants began by ﬁxating
a central cross. First, a warning signal appeared (the cross brightened
for 400 ms); immediately afterward, a colored dot, the saccadic
target, appeared for 350 ms. Participants were instructed to move
their eyes as quickly as possible to look at the dot and then return
ﬁxation to the central cross. We measured saccadic RT using an IR
eye tracker [EyeLink 2000 (SR Research) sampling at 500 Hz].
Participants could anticipate the location of the target dot
because the dots appeared in similar locations over a run of
several trials (mean run length of 15 trials, range of 10–20 trials).
The distance of the dot from the central ﬁxation point was ﬁxed
(so all targets appeared on a circular perimeter); hence, the
position of the dot was governed by a single parameter, angle
from vertical. This angle, α, followed a circular Gaussian distribution with a mean and variance that remained ﬁxed during each
run but moved abruptly to new values between runs. Runs were
not temporally separated (i.e., the ﬁrst trial of run n followed
directly from the last trial of run n − 1), but the start of each new
run was explicitly signaled by a change in dot color; thus, all the
targets in run n may have been red and all the targets in run n +1
may have been blue, etc.
Although most trials (75%) were drawn from Gaussian distributions as described above, we included another set of trials,
called “one-offs” (25% of trials), that had locations randomly
selected from a uniform distribution over the whole circle and
were randomly interspersed with the other trial types. Hence, the
generative probability density function over dot locations was the
sum of a normalized Gaussian scaled by 75% and a normalized
uniform over the whole circle scaled by 25%:


pðαÞ ¼ 0:75 p αjα ∼ N μ; σ 2 þ 0:25 p αjα ∼ Uð08; 3608Þ :
[3]
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syndrome of neglect is associated with damage to the IPL (16,
19). In the neglect syndrome, patients’ problems cannot be described as simply the inability to reorient to the neglected visual
ﬁeld when two stimuli are present as is the case in extinction.
Instead, patients with the neglect syndrome are unable to acquire, despite experience and instruction, an expectation of any
event of signiﬁcance in the neglected ﬁeld.
We developed a paradigm in which participants made speeded
saccades to visual targets, the locations of which could be predicted
by estimating their underlying spatial distribution. To dissociate the
neural processes associated with surprise and updating in the experimental paradigm, we used a simple manipulation of the relevance of surprising targets in terms of the extent to which they
predicted the locations of future targets, so that both surprise
(probability of observations under the internal model) and updating
(change in the internal model) varied independently across trials.
Using functional MRI (fMRI) and behavioral measures, including
pupillometry, we observed both neural and behavioral dissociations
between surprise and the updating of an internal model.

NEUROSCIENCE

In contrast, updating of the internal model is captured by the
Kullback–Leibler divergence (DKL) between the posterior and
the prior:

Importantly, participants received explicit signals informing them
when the current trial was the start of a new run or a one-off trial.
Most target dots were chromatically colored, and the beginning of
a new run was signaled explicitly by a change in the color of the
target dots (so all the dots in one run would be, say, red and all the
dots in the next run would be, say, blue). In contrast, the dots on oneoff trials were always colored gray. Therefore, although both one-off
and update trials shared the feature of the target dot appearing in an
unexpected location, the two types could be easily distinguished; the
target dot was gray on update trials but chromatically colored on
trials drawn from the Gaussian distribution and took a new
chromatic color on update trials. The task is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Behavioral Conﬁrmation of Task Strategy. The logic of including
one-off trials was to dissociate the effects of surprise and behavioral reprogramming from the process of updating an internal
model. On both update and one-off trials, we expected participants to be surprised by the target location and to engage motor
reprogramming to cancel the planned saccade and plan a saccade to the new target location. However, updating should only
occur on the update trials, because participants were explicitly
informed that one-off trials had no predictive value relating to
future trials.
Participants learn on update trials but not on one-off trials. RT data
conﬁrmed that participants did learn on update trials (Fig. 2A).
Although participants’ gaze took longer to reach the target on
the ﬁrst trial of a new run (the update trial) compared with
“expected” (non-one-off, non-update) trials (t16 = 4.7, P = 0.0001,
paired samples t test), there was no further behavioral cost on
subsequent trials; on the second and subsequent trials of a new
run, there was no signiﬁcant difference in time for the gaze to
reach the target compared with the average of expected trials
(t16 = 0.48, P = 0.32). However, RTs were signiﬁcantly (t16 = 3.0,
P = 0.0045) faster than average on the last trial of the block
(trial −1 in Fig. 2A), perhaps because of a gradual increase in
response speed across the block.

As well as conﬁrming that participants learned on update
trials, it was important to conﬁrm that they did not learn on oneoff trials. One possible problem with our design would be if
participants, even involuntarily, used the location of the target
on one-off trials to update their internal model of the underlying
distribution for non–one-off trials (because we would then expect update-related brain activity on one-off trials, potentially
leading to a false-negative result). If this were the case, we would
expect to see slower RTs on trials that immediately followed
one-off trials. This is because if the internal model had been
updated on a one-off trial, participants should now expect subsequent trials to appear near the one-off target. However, we did
not observe slowing on responses following a one-off trial; although participants’ gaze took longer to reach the target on oneoff trials than on expected trials (t16 = 2.0, P = 0.03, paired
samples t test), RTs on trials following a one-off were very
similar to the average expected trial (mean time to reach target
for a trial immediately following a one-off was 408 ms, and mean
time for all expected trials was 402 ms; t16 = 0.48, P = 0.32 for
a paired samples t test between these values across participants).
This suggests that participants successfully refrained from updating their internal model for chromatic dots based on the one-off
trials. Equivalently, one could say that there was no evidence that
the learning rate on one-off trials was above zero.
RTs following update- and one-off trials are illustrated in Fig.
2A, which shows RT (time to ﬁxate the target) by trial number
for one-off and update trials, where trials are sorted so that trial
0 is the one-off or update trial and trial +1 is the subsequent
trial, followed by trials +2, +3, etc. Trial −1 is the trial before
the update or one-off trial. To reiterate, although the plots for
one-off and update trials appear similar, they logically indicate
opposite effects. To predict the position of the dot on trial +1
correctly, participants would need to update their internal model
on update trials but not on one-off trials.
Analysis of RTs on the update and one-off trials themselves
indicated no overall difference in time to reach the target be-

Fig. 1. On each trial of the task, participants began by ﬁxating a central cross. A target (colored dot) appeared on a circular perimeter. Its location was
predictable because target locations were similar over runs of 10–20 trials (mean of 15 trials). Two types of unexpected target locations could be observed, as
illustrated in A and B. (A) Transition between runs (update trial). Initially, red dots are observed in the upper right; subsequently, blue dots are observed in the
lower left. (B) One-off trial. A target appears in an unexpected location (targets are expected in the upper right, but the one-off target appears in the lower
left). However, this is a one-off trial, and future targets revert to the original distribution in the upper right. Targets on one-off trials are colored gray. (C) Plot
of target locations (angle α from vertical) over 150 trials. Different colored targets are from different runs. One-off targets are shown in gray. (D) Distribution of
target locations within a run is a combination of a circular Gaussian, shown in red, and a uniform distribution, shown in black, from which one-off trials are drawn.
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tween update and one-off trials (t16 = 1.22, P = 0.12, paired
samples t test).
Saccadic RTs reﬂect surprising target locations, but dwell time reﬂects
updating. We conducted a more detailed analysis of saccadic

responses in terms of RTs for saccadic onset; arrival at the target
(as reported above); and dwell time, the time spent looking at
the target. These comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 2B.
In line with the hypothesis that within-trial response production is slowed by unexpected target locations, saccade onset
and arrival times were slower on both of the trial types containing surprising target locations (update and one-off trials),
with both update and one-off trials having slower RTs than
expected trials (paired sample t test for saccade onset time: t16 =
4.3, P = 0.0003 and t16 = 2.24, P = 0.02 for update and one-off
trials vs. expected trials, respectively; no difference between update and expected trials: t16 = 0.86, P = 0.20).
In contrast, dwell time was speciﬁcally affected by updating,
with update trials differing signiﬁcantly from the other trial
types: Dwell time was longer on update trials than on one-off
trials (t16 = 2.02, P = 0.03). Dwell time was also longer on update trials compared with expected trials (t16 = 2.6, P = 0.01),
and there was no signiﬁcant difference in dwell time between
one-off and expected trials (t16 = 0.26, P = 0.6).
RTs were driven by spatial, not feature-based, surprise. It could be argued that RT costs were partly driven by surprise associated with
nonspatial, or nonoculomotor, aspects of the one-off and update
stimuli, notably their color. However, behavioral data suggest
this was not the case. Because one-off trial locations were uniformly distributed around the target circle, some of the one-off
targets fell within the expected spatial range. We compared RTs
on one-off trials that fell within the expected spatial range (hence
evoking feature-based but not spatial surprise) with RTs on oneoff trials that fell outside the expected spatial range (hence
evoking spatial surprise as well as feature-based surprise). Only
on one-off trials that were spatially surprising were RTs slower
than on expected trials, suggesting that feature-based surprise
did not affect behavior (Fig. S1).
Model-Based Measures of Surprise and Updating. The RT data
suggest that participants performed the task as instructed [i.e.,
they used prior knowledge of the distribution of target locations
to facilitate speeded eye movements (because time to arrive at
the target was longer when the target location was unexpected)]
and, furthermore, that participants updated their internal model,
as instructed, on update trials but not on one-off trials, as indicated by the data in Fig. 2A. They also indicated that whereas
the production of the saccadic response within trials was slowed
for all surprising target locations (linking surprise and behavioral
reorienting), the processing of the target location (indexed by
dwell time) was speciﬁcally affected by updating.
O’Reilly et al.
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Fig. 2. RTs indicate that participants performed the task as instructed. (A)
RTs (time for gaze to arrive at the target) on update and one-off trials, as
well as on surrounding trials. The dashed line is the mean RT for all trials. (B)
Breakdown of saccadic RTs into onset time (time to leave central ﬁxation),
arrival at target (onset of ﬁxation at the target), and dwell time (duration of
ﬁxation at the target).

To give a formal account of the two processes (surprise/reorienting and updating), we wished to analyze the behavioral and
neural correlates of two information theoretical measures, IS
(surprise) and DKL (updating), as described in the Introduction.
These measures must be calculated with reference to a model of
the state of the environment; for example, the IS is the log probability of an observed data point, given some model. Speciﬁcally,
we wished to calculate the IS and DKL on each trial with reference
to the participants’ internal model of the target distribution.
Participants’ internal models of the targets’ distribution could
be expected to differ from the true (generative) distribution of
target locations because they observed a limited number of data
points and data were observed sequentially; hence, for example,
in the ﬁrst few trials after a change of distribution, the internal
model would be based on relatively few data points.
To obtain an estimate of a participant’s beliefs (i.e., the state
of the participant’s internal model of the environment) on a trialto-trial basis, we constructed a normative Bayesian learner. The
model is described in detail in Methods; however, brieﬂy, its key
features were that it updated its estimate of the underlying
distribution using data only from non–one-off trials and the
estimated distribution on each trial was updated with the new
data point using Bayes’ rule. Two features of the model merit
emphasis here.
First, no updating occurred on one-off trials (equivalently, one
might say the learning rate was set to zero on one-off trials). This
was in accordance with the instructions given to participants
(that the locations of one-off targets did not predict the location
of future targets). Behavioral evidence suggests participants
complied with these instructions, because RTs on the trials following one-off trials were not slowed, as they should have been if
participants had erroneously updated their model on the one-off
trial. However, it is worth noting that if participants did update
on one-off trials, this could only lead to a false-negative result in
terms of detecting update-speciﬁc brain activation because it
would reduce the contrast between update and nonupdate trials.
Second, on the ﬁrst trial of a new run, the prior in force before
the update was ﬁrst “blanked” (replaced with a uniform distribution); hence, the new posterior model for the update trial (on
which the prior for trial +1 was based) was obtained by updating
from a uniform distribution using Bayes’ rule. This “blanking”
step was introduced to reﬂect a feature of the task design, of
which participants were explicitly informed: that the location of
one “block” of target dots and the next block (after an update
trial) were totally independent, such that expectations about
target locations based on previous targets should be disregarded.
The model was Bayes’ optimal, implying that it returned the
best possible estimate of the underlying distribution based on the
data points it was given (the same data points that human participants observed) (20). Furthermore, the model was optimal in
that it was supplied with correct assumptions about the structure
of the world. For example, the model correctly assumed that
when an update occurred, the new distribution of target locations did not depend on the previous distribution; this reﬂected
the true form of the generative process by which target locations
were chosen in the experiment. Therefore, the internal model
generated by our Bayesian learning algorithm represents an
upper bound on the accuracy with which any participant could
have estimated the underlying distribution.
Behavioral correlates of information theoretical measures. We ran the
Bayesian learning model with the same sets of target locations
experienced by our human subjects to obtain an estimate of what
their internal models of the environment would be on each trial.
This allowed us to determine the surprise (IS) associated with
each stimulus and the degree of updating (DKL) on each trial. In
addition, we modeled the strength of participants’ prior expectations on each trial as the Shannon entropy of the prior distribution (HS) because behavioral work indicates that saccadic RTs

may depend on this factor (21). The HS depended on both the
variance of the generative targets’ distribution, which was experimentally manipulated, and on learning. The formal deﬁnitions of
these quantities in terms of the model are given in Methods.
RT data indicate that both surprise and updating inﬂuence
RT. As before, we broke down RTs into onset, arrival, and dwell
times, and we modeled these values using a general linear model
(GLM) analysis in which RT was modeled as a linear combination of effects of surprise/IS, updating/DKL, and HS. The results
are shown in Fig. 3; there was an effect of both surprise and
updating on all three measures: onset, arrival, and dwell times
(statistics for effect of surprise are t16 > 5.1, P < 0.00005; t16 > 5.1,
P < 0.00005; and t16 = 1.9, P = 0.037 and statistics for effect
of updating are t16 = 2.8, P = 0.0059; t16 = 4.3, P = 0.0003; and
t16 = 2.9, P = 0.0049 for saccadic onset, arrival, and dwell times,
respectively, in one-sample t tests against zero). The entropy of the
prior had no signiﬁcant effect on any measure (t16 = 1.3, P = 0.90;
t16 = 1.3, P = 0.90; and t16 = 0.76, P = 0.23 for one-sample t tests
against zero as above).
Is the updating effect simply due to a quantitative enhancement of
surprise? Given that RTs showed a parametric effect of surprise

with an additional effect of updating, it might be argued that the
occurrence of an update stimulus simply caused a quantitative
enhancement of the surprise effect. However, several results
argue that, in fact, the additional RT cost on update trials
reﬂects a qualitatively different neural process to the effect of
surprise. First, participants’ behavior on the trial following an
update or one-off trial (Fig. 2A) indicates that participants adjusted their internal model of targets’ distribution on update
trials but not on one-off trials. Second, dwell time was enhanced
on update trials compared with one-off trials, a possible behavioral correlate of updating. Finally, there were dissociable effects
of surprise and updating on both pupil diameter and brain activity. We will now consider these dissociations.
Pupil dilation shows opposite responses to surprise and updating.

Recent work has linked pupil dilation responses to psychological
constructs similar to those investigated in this study. For example, Nassar et al. (22) observed that pupil dilation increased on
trials when participants detected change points in the environment (which should trigger both surprise and updating), whereas
Preuschoff et al. (23) have linked pupil dilation to uncertainty
about the state of the environment and to changes in that uncertainty (and hence to learning).
To investigate whether pupillometric effects were correlated
with surprise, updating, or both, we analyzed pupil dilation data
in our task. We again used a GLM approach in which the effects
of surprise, updating, prior entropy, and the main effect of task
were modeled as a function of time in each trial (Methods); these
were the same regressors used in the fMRI analysis (below) and
in the analysis of RT data presented in Fig. 3. Pupillometric

Fig. 3. Effect of prior entropy, surprise, and updating on saccadic responses.
Results of a GLM analysis on saccadic onset, arrival, and dwell times in which
the regressors were entropy of the prior (the strength by which the stimulus
location was predicted), IS, and DKL. The bar height is the mean effect size
(beta value) for each parameter across participants, and error bars are the
group SEM. a.u., arbitrary units.
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effects are shown in Fig. 4, whereas the raw pupil dilation data
(raw pupil area on each trial type) are shown in Fig. S2.
There was a positive effect of surprise on pupil diameter. On
trials with higher values of IS, there was a greater dilation of the
pupil after viewing the target. This effect is in line with previous
work that reported increases in pupil dilation when participants
make observations that have a low probability, given their current model of the environment (22).
However, we also observed that updating was associated with
a negative effect on pupil diameter [i.e., there was a relative
decrease in pupil size on trials with a high DKL (update trials)].
This effect peaked at a slightly later time than the surprise effect
(Fig. 4). Inspection of the raw data (Fig. S2) indicates that pupil
diameter was actually decreased in this period on update trials
compared with expected trials (and one-off trials).
Dissociable effects of surprise and updating on pupil diameter
have not previously been reported, probably because these parameters are generally strongly correlated in most experimental
designs. However, the negative effect of DKL/updating on pupil
diameter was somewhat unexpected because of theoretical work
linking pupil dilation and noradrenaline/norepinephrine to learning and uncertainty. Pupil dilation in the absence of luminance
changes may correlate with the ﬁring of cells in the locus coeruleus, and hence with the release of noradrenaline, although the
strength of the correlation is debated (23–25). Theoretically, it has
been argued that noradrenaline signals uncertainty about the state
of the environment (i.e., estimation uncertainty) (11, 26) or that it
acts as a kind of “reset” signal for internal models (25, 27).
To replicate the unexpected ﬁnding that updating negatively
modulates pupil diameter, we conducted an additional behavioral experiment with 18 participants to check potential confounding factors that could have driven the pupillometric effect.
In the replication experiment, participants could predict target
positions as in the main task, but the task was to make orientation judgments about isoluminant Gabor patches while ﬁxating
centrally, eliminating potential confounds of target color and eye
movement. Details of this experiment are described in SI Methods;
in summary, we observed a very similar pattern of opposite effects
of surprise and updating as in the main experiment (Fig. S3).
It is unclear how the update-speciﬁc decrease in pupil area ﬁts
with computational theories of noradrenaline (24, 25), which have
linked learning, uncertainty, noradrenaline release, and pupil dilation and would tend to predict an increase in pupil dilation on
update trials. A key difference between the present paradigm and
probabilistic learning tasks used in previous studies (22) is that in
the present task, unlike in probabilistic learning tasks, updating is
not driven by increased uncertainty; in fact, at the same moment
that the observer detects a change in the environment (an update
target), he also gains information about the new target distribution, reducing uncertainty. This interpretation would suggest that
pupil increases in learning tasks are driven by uncertainty, or the
inﬂuence of uncertainty on learning, rather than by learning or
change per se.
The observation of a decrease in pupil diameter on update
trials, at a different time point from previously reported uncertainty-related pupil dilations, is unique (previous experiments
have not reported results in this time period; indeed, previous
studies have not dissociated surprise and updating). The timing
of the effect raises the intriguing possibility that the late dip in
pupil diameter on update trials reﬂects neural processing of the
stimulus itself (modulated by its relevance) rather than a modulation of the prior preparation for learning (24, 25).
In relation to these results, it should be noted that multiple
psychological factors, including arousal and attention, can affect
pupil dilation and that the effect should not be overinterpreted
in the absence of pharmacological work. Nonetheless, the effect
is replicable and provides robust evidence for differential processing update and nonupdate stimuli.
O’Reilly et al.

Distinct Brain Networks for Surprise and Updating. Our behavioral
results suggested that although the within-trial behavior (saccadic RT) was affected by both surprise and updating, stimuli
that elicited updating (high DKL) were processed differently: (i)
because behavior on subsequent trials supported the hypothesis
that participants updated on update but not one-off trials; (ii)
because of increased dwell times on update trials; and (iii) because the DKL produced an opposite effect on pupil dilation to
the IS.
To determine the neural correlates of surprise and updating,
we collected fMRI data from the same group of 17 participants
for whom behavior was presented while performing the task.
Note that eye tracking data were acquired during the fMRI
session and that these data show a very similar pattern of RT
effects to the data reported above (replications of Figs. 2 and 3,
using the eye tracking data from the fMRI session, are provided
in Fig. S4); however, pupillometry was not possible with the inscanner setup. Details of fMRI data acquisition, preprocessing,
and analysis are described in Methods.
We began by analyzing the pattern of activity associated with
surprise and updating across the whole brain, by means of a GLM
analysis implemented using the Centre for Functional MRI of
the Brain (FMRIB) software library (28). The task was modeled
in terms of four model-derived regressors: main effect of task
(i.e., all trials, modeled as a delta function at the time of the
target appearance) and three information theoretical parameters, the prior entropy (the predictability of the environment),
the IS of the observed target location (surprise), and the DKL of
the posterior from the prior (updating). Quantitative deﬁnitions
of these regressors are given in Methods.
We observed a spatial dissociation between activity correlated
with surprise (IS) and activity correlated with updating (DKL); no
signiﬁcant activity associated with prior entropy was observed (in
line with the lack of behavioral effects relating to this parameter).
O’Reilly et al.
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Fig. 4. Pupil dilation is affected by both surprise and updating. The data are
plotted as a function of time in the trial (shown on the x axis; labels in the
lower panel apply also to the upper panel). The shaded regions represent
the period in which the warning stimulus (a brightening of the central ﬁxation cross) and the target were present on the screen. (Lower) Average eye
displacement as a function of time, which gives an indication of when participants were looking at the target. (Upper) Results of a GLM in which pupil
dilation at each time point was modeled with the same regressors used in
the analysis of RTs (Fig. 3) and fMRI data (Fig. 5): entropy of the prior, surprise (IS), and updating (DKL) on the trial. The main effect (mean pupil dilation at that time point across all trials) was also modeled. The results show
that although surprise (IS) was correlated with increased pupil diameter,
updating (DKL) was associated with a relative decrease in pupil diameter. The
time periods in which these effects were signiﬁcant [Z-score is >2.3 (i.e., P <
0.01 uncorrected, two-tailed)] are indicated by the starred bars above and
below the plot. The effect of DKL is signiﬁcant in an interval 730–1,240 ms
after target onset; for IS, the interval is 540–908 ms.

Surprise (IS) was strongly correlated with activity in the posterior parietal cortex, with the peak activation in the superior
parietal lobule (SPL) and extending along the IPS. In contrast,
updating (DKL) was strongly correlated with activity in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), particularly the rostral cingulate
motor area (rCMA) and extending into the ventral part of the
adjacent presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA). These spatially distinct effects, which were the only effects to survive multiple comparisons correction from the whole-brain analysis, are
shown in Figs. 5A and 6A. For illustrative purposes, the uncorrected statistical maps from which the corrected statistics
were drawn are shown in Fig. S5. Note that all results presented
in the main text are corrected for multiple comparisons.
Although we had speciﬁc parametric predictions about brain
activity based on the IS and DKL, as a conﬁrmatory analysis, we
also analyzed the effects of different trial types: update trials +
one-off trials (both types evoke surprise/behavioral reorienting)
and update trials − one-off trials (to isolate behavioral reorienting).
The maps obtained are very similar to those obtained using our
parametric regressors (Fig. S6). Region of interest (ROI) effects
using the trial type and parametric regressors are compared in
Fig. S7.
To characterize these effects further, we extracted and analyzed
the fMRI signal from anatomically deﬁned ROIs as follows.
ACC: Updating. The presence of updating-speciﬁc activity in the
ACC was of particular interest because the ACC has previously
been implicated in the updating of expectations about the reward
environment (10, 29, 30) but not in spatial updating. At the same
time, the ACC has been implicated in studies of spatial reorienting
(31), but the nature of its speciﬁc contribution has remained
unclear so far.
To characterize the role of the ACC in our task, we extracted
the fMRI signal from an anatomical ROI, the rCMA, using a
mask derived from a diffusion-imaging parcellation of the human

Fig. 5. Effect of updating in the ACC. (A) Results of whole-brain fMRI
analysis. This region in the ACC and pre-SMA was the only area in which
there was a signiﬁcant effect of updating (contrast shows all voxels with
a parametric effect of DKL as deﬁned in Methods), using cluster size-based
multiple comparisons correction. The color scale is 2.3 < Z < 3; the peak
Z-score is 3.1 at MNI coordinates (6, 10, 54). The ROI denoted by the yellow
line is the ACC ROI, a region described as the rCMA zone in a diffusionweighted parcellation of the cingulate cortex (32). This was the ROI used in
the analyses shown in B and C. (B) Effect size for IS and DKL in the ACC ROI,
where bar height is the mean effect across the group of participants and
error bars are the SEM. (C) Raw activity in the ACC ROI plotted as a function
of trial-in-run; plotting conventions are as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. Effect of surprise in the posterior parietal cortex. (A) Results of
whole-brain fMRI analysis. This region in the posterior parietal cortex was
the only area in which there was a signiﬁcant effect of surprise (contrast
shows all voxels with a parametric effect of IS as deﬁned in Methods),
using cluster size-based multiple comparisons correction. The color scale is
2.3 < Z < 3, and the peak Z-score is 4.8 at MNI coordinates (−18, −60, 58).
The red circle is the IPS3 ROI (with coordinates ±26, −54, 60), and the
yellow circle is the PGp ROI (with coordinates ±32, −64, 44) (33). (B) Effect
size for the IS and DKL in each ROI; the bar height is the mean effect across
the group of participants, and the error bars are the SEM. There is a signiﬁcant ROI × condition interaction.

cingulate cortex (32). This ROI corresponded to the more ventral portion of the updating activity observed in the whole-brain
analysis (Fig. 5). Fig. 5B shows the effect size in this ROI for
updating (DKL, red) and surprise (IS, blue); as expected, in this
ROI, there was a signiﬁcant effect of updating (P = 0.015, twotailed t test against zero), but note also the lack of effect for
surprise (P = 0.61).
To characterize the pattern of ACC activity across a run of
trials, we plotted raw activity (averaged across a time bin 6–7 s
after the target, timed to coincide with the peak of the hemodynamic response function) in the rCMA ROI by trial number
within a run for runs of trials around both update and one-off
trials (using the same plotting conventions as in Fig. 2). The
rCMA showed a pattern of activity that suggested it was uniquely
activated on the ﬁrst trial of a run: The rCMA was activated on
update trials (t16 = 2.7, P = 0.0075, two-tailed t test of raw activity in the rCMA across a time bin 6–7 s after the target on
update trials vs. mean activity at the same time point across all
other trials) but not on subsequent trials or on one-off trials.
Posterior parietal cortex: Action reprogramming evoked by surprise.

Surprise (IS) was correlated with activity in the posterior parietal cortex. The activity extended along the SPL and into the
IPS. Its peak fell in a region on the posterior medial bank of the
IPS and adjacent SPL [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinates −18, −60, 58]. This region, which we will call IPS3
in agreement with the terminology used by Mars et al. (33), has
been postulated to be the human homolog of the monkey LIP
because, like macaque LIP, it has strong connections with the
frontal eye ﬁelds (33) and superior colliculus (34), and is retinotopically organized (35, 36). Given this motoric connectivity
proﬁle, the presence of the surprise (IS)-evoked activity in the
IPS may well reﬂect reprogramming of the current saccade to
account for the new (surprising) target location.
In macaque parietal cortex, LIP is one of two regions that are
especially linked to covert attention and overt eye movements;
the other is area 7a (37). We were intrigued by the possibility
that the two areas could play different roles in behavioral reorienting and updating in our task, because in contrast to LIP, area
7a is less strongly connected with oculomotor regions but more
strongly connected with the ACC, in which we observed updatespeciﬁc activity (38, 39). Additionally, as mentioned in the Introduction, there is a suggestion from the patient literature that
lesions of the IPS (including human LIP homolog IPS3) and IPL
(including human 7a homolog PGp) differently affect motoric
and nonmotoric aspects of orienting (16, 17).
E3666 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1305373110

To address this hypothesis, we deﬁned anatomical ROIs in the
two functional areas. The ROIs were based on the diffusionimaging parcellation of Mars et al. (33) and were deﬁned based
on the two connectivity-deﬁned regions labeled IPS3 (LIP homolog) and PGp [a region on the posterior lateral bank of the
IPS and adjacent posterior IPL that has been identiﬁed as a putative homolog of monkey area 7a (33, 40)]; the peak voxels were
at MNI coordinates (±26, −54, 60) and (±32, −64, 44), respectively.
There was indeed a signiﬁcant difference between ROIs in
their responsiveness to updating (DKL), as opposed to surprise
(IS). We extracted the effect size from each of these ROIs in
each participant. A within-subjects ANOVA with the factors
ROI (IPS3 vs. PGp) and effect (IS vs. DKL) indicated a signiﬁcant
interaction between ROI and condition (F = 12.5, P = 0.03); in
Fig. 6B, it can be seen that the IPS3 region was more active for
surprise than updating, whereas the PGp region was more active
for updating than surprise.
Parietal activity correlates with within-trial reprogramming costs. Throughout this paper, we have interpreted the neural activity associated
with IS in terms of the behavioral reprogramming of saccades, necessitated when a low-probability stimulus location occurs. In support of this hypothesis, activity in both the IPS and PGp was
signiﬁcantly related to RTs (higher activity on longer RT trials),
whereas there was no signiﬁcant relationship between RTs and
ACC activity. We conducted a multiple regression in which RTs
(taken separately for one-off trials and update trials) were modeled
in terms of activity in the IPS3, PGp, and ACC. For both one-off
and update trials, there was a signiﬁcant effect of activity in the PGp
and IPS3, but not in the ACC, on RT. Results are shown in Fig. 7.
The P values for a group t test of effect size (the effect of ROI
activity on RT in the multiple regression) were as follows: for oneoff trials, t16 = −1.6, P = 0.934; t16 > 4.0, P < 0.0005; and t16 > 4.0,
P < 0.0005 for the ACC, PGp, and IPS3, respectively, and for update trials, t16 = 1.4, P = 0.096; t16 = 3.8, P = 0.0008; and t16 = 4.3,
P = 0.0003 for the ACC, PGp, and IPS3, respectively (two-tailed
t test against null hypothesis of zero effect).
Discussion
We observed speciﬁc neural signals associated with the updating
of an internal model (DKL) and the parametric effect of surprise
(IS). Updating was associated with activity in the rCMA zone of
the ACC and ventral pre-SMA. On the other hand, activity in the
posterior parietal region IPS3, a putative homolog of monkey
saccade planning area LIP (33), was correlated with the parametric effect of surprise (IS).
Activity has been reported in both the posterior parietal cortex
and the ACC when stimuli are presented that would be surprising given participants’ expectations (in other words, their internal models) of the environment (41, 42). Lesions in both regions
have been linked to failures of reorienting (43, 44). However, the

Fig. 7. Parietal activity, but not ACC activity, predicts RT on both one-off
and update trials. Bars show the effect size (beta value) ± SEM from a multiple regression in which activity in the three ROIs (ACC, PGp, and IPS3) was
used to predict RT. The effects of PGp and IPS3 activity on RT are signiﬁcant
for both one-off trials and update trials, and the effect of ACC activity is not
signiﬁcant in either case. A breakdown of this effect into onset, arrival, and
dwell times is shown in Fig. S8.
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IPS, Surprise, and Saccadic Reprogramming. We observed activity in

the IPS (area IPS3) that was parametrically related to the degree
of surprise elicited by a stimulus (IS); hence, stimuli that occurred in low-probability locations (given an optimal model of
the environment) were associated with high levels of activity in
the SPL.
This activity can be understood in terms of the need to reprogram planned eye movements in response to surprising target
locations. Both surprise and posterior parietal activity were correlated with longer RTs, suggesting a link between behavioral reprogramming or spatial remapping (41, 42) and parietal activity.
This remapping may be described as a within-trial effect because
it is concerned with producing or reprogramming a behavioral
response to the unexpected stimulus itself, whether or not predictions are updated for future trials.
Saccadic Reprogramming and Updating Expectations in Parietal
Cortex. Although it is widely agreed that the posterior parietal

cortex is active when either movements or covert attention is
redirected or reoriented from one location to another (47–52),
there is disagreement about which regions within the parietal cortex
are most important for redirecting attention and eye movements
(44). One possibility is that different parietal regions are concerned
with different aspects of redirection (53).
A closer analysis of anatomically deﬁned ROIs in the parietal
cortex suggests that the computational functions deﬁned in this
study may differentiate two regions of the parietal cortex, both of
which have been linked to saccadic planning. Region IPS3, a
putative homolog of macaque region LIP, which has a generally
motoric connection proﬁle, was activated when surprise necessitated saccadic reprogramming. In contrast, posterior IPS/IPL
region PGp, a putative homolog of macaque region 7a, was more
strongly activated during updating. Human PGp and macaque
area 7a are connected to the ACC, the main region activated
during updating in the present study (38, 39).
This functional specialization within the parietal saccadic
system is reminiscent of a long-standing observation from the
neurological literature (16, 17) that lesions of the IPS and IPL
produce different deﬁcits in patients. Lesions of the IPS are
associated with impairments in the ability to redirect the eyes, as
in Balint syndrome (18), or the covert focus of attention, as in
extinction (4). In contrast, spatial neglect is associated with
damage to the IPL (16, 19). Neglect, unlike Balint syndrome and
extinction, cannot be characterized as an inability to reorient to
surprising events; rather, it seems to reﬂect a persistent inability
to orient to the neglected ﬁeld in the ﬁrst place, which could be
characterized as a distorted spatial prior.
ACC Is Speciﬁcally Involved in Updating. We observed activity in the
ACC that was speciﬁc to trials on which the internal model was
updated. ACC activity was not modulated by surprising stimuli
that did not cause updating.
Although the ACC has previously been associated with the
reorienting of attention and eye movements, and deﬁcits therein,
its speciﬁc role has remained unclear (31, 54). At the same time,
little in the way of theory has been offered to relate the role of
the ACC in reorienting to the role it clearly has in error monitoring and reward prediction.
O’Reilly et al.
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The current ﬁndings suggest a speciﬁc computational function
for the ACC: It is involved in updating internal models to facilitate future information processing. This mechanistic theory of
ACC function suggests a possible framework in which observations that the ACC is involved in reorienting and attention may
be reconciled with the abundant evidence for it having a role in
reward processing, learning, exploration, and foraging.
Errors and Updating in the ACC. A major line of research on the
ACC has focused on observations that the ACC is active in situations when participants make errors. It has long been known
that a negative-going potential, the error- or feedback-related
negativity, is evoked from the region of the ACC (45) when
participants make errors in psychological tasks or are presented
with feedback on their performance (46). However, these ﬁndings are not incompatible with a role for the ACC in updating of
internal models; indeed, it could be argued that the functional
role of error- or feedback-related signals is to facilitate the
updating of internal models from which future action is generated (55). This interpretation is supported by the ﬁndings that
activity in ACC cells is particularly strong in instrumental tasks
(56) and, furthermore, that the magnitude of the error related
negativity is proportional to the degree to which participants
modify their behavior on future trials (45, 57).
Exploration, Updating, and Estimation Uncertainty. A separate line
of research has linked ACC activity to exploratory behavior. The
ACC is more active on experimental trials when participants
explore alternative options rather than exploiting a known source
of reward (58, 59). Furthermore, the ACC is active during foraging, when participants decide to “forage” (seek alternative
options) as opposed to choosing from among the options immediately presented to them (60). Note that this role of the ACC
in exploring and engaging in alternative actions is quite distinct
from that of another frontal area, the orbitofrontal cortex, in
updating the value or signiﬁcance of speciﬁc stimuli (61, 62).
Although exploration and foraging may appear to be only
loosely related to learning and updating, there is a computational
concept that relates the two functions: control of estimation
uncertainty. Estimation uncertainty (8) is uncertainty about the
parameters of the environment. It is distinct from expected uncertainty (or risk), which characterizes the uncertainty or stochasticity that is inherent within a state of the environment and
would persist even if the observer were certain about the parameters of the environment. In contrast, estimation uncertainty is not
inherent in the environment but reﬂects the agent’s knowledge of
the environment and can be reduced if the agent has the opportunity to make further observations of the environment. Computationally, the level of estimation uncertainty affects the ability of
an internal model to learn (or be updated), because a model that
is totally certain about the state of the world should not learn
anything new (9, 26); this idea is embodied in learning theory by
the concept of “associability” (63).
Although estimation uncertainty is driven up by unexpected
observations as in the present study (9), it can also be argued that
estimation uncertainty should be elevated during foraging and
exploration, because in exploring, the observer deliberately seeks
new information; therefore, his neural networks should be in a
state to accept new learning (11).
The pattern of activity of the ACC in learning tasks could
support an interpretation of its role in terms of controlling estimation uncertainty. In a one-armed bandit task (10), it was
observed that the ACC was more active in response to new
observations when the environment was volatile (and estimation
uncertainty was hence high). Furthermore, recent recordings
from rat ACC (59) support the hypothesis that the ACC is active
when estimation uncertainty should be elevated. In a two-armed
bandit task, after the reward probability associated with different
PNAS | Published online August 28, 2013 | E3667
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speciﬁc roles of the parietal and cingulate components of the
“reorienting network” have so far been unclear (31). Furthermore, there has been little attempt to relate the role of the two
regions in responding to surprising stimuli with their other
reported functions, such as the role of the ACC in reward prediction (29, 30) and error monitoring (45, 46). By identifying
computational functions for the two regions, we hope the present
results cast some light on this debate.

actions changed, there was a radical shift in the pattern of activity across ACC neurons; this shift occurred at the start of
a period of exploratory behavior rather than during the acquisition of new information per se, suggesting that the ACC was
active at the point at which estimation uncertainty increased
(when a model of the environment was abandoned in favor of
“knowing nothing”). This result is particularly closely related to
the present study, in which participants were instructed to disregard their previous experience as soon as the onset of a new
experimental run was signaled; this was represented in our model
by the application of a uniform probability distribution over all
possible target locations at the start of each run.
Conclusions and Implications. Although updating and surprise are
closely linked and are often correlated in learning paradigms,
they are conceptually distinct processes. We observed distinct
neural and behavioral responses correlated with surprise (IS) and
updating (DKL). Our results suggest that although the SPL may
play a particular role in spatial remapping and the reprogramming of actions within a trial, the ACC is only active when internal models are to be updated, in the context of change in the
underlying environment. The results deﬁne distinct computational roles for two regions that have previously been shown to be
involved in reorienting and reprogramming of saccades. Hence,
they may inform models of attention and motor control, as well as
models of neurological phenomena linked with failure to reorient,
such as extinction and Balint syndrome. Conversely, the computational functions of the ACC and posterior parietal cortex in the
present task may offer a framework in which the involvement of
these regions in a variety of other paradigms can be explained.

Methods


p μt ; σ t; j α1:t−1 ; expectedt ¼ pðμt−1 ; σ t−1 jα1:t−1 Þ:

Full details are given in SI Methods.
A prior probability density function for the subsequent trial, t+1, was
obtained from the posterior on trial t, and expressed as a function of target
location (rather than parameters μt ; σ t; Þ as follows:


pðαtþ1 jα1:t Þ ¼ p expectedtþ1 ∑ ∑ p αtþ1 jαtþ1 ∼ N μtþ1 ; σ tþ1
μtþ1 σ tþ1



× p μtþ1 ; σ tþ1 jα1:t þ p one − offtþ1 ∪ updatetþ1
pðαtþ1 juniformð08; 3608ÞÞ

[8]

The probabilities of each trial type occurring on trial t + 1, p(one-offt+1), p
(updatet+1), and p(expectedt+1) were simply set to the true probability of
each trial type in the generative model [i.e., p(one-offt+1) = 1/4, p(updatet+1) =
1/15, and p(expectedt+1) = 1 − (p(updatet+1) + p(one-offt+1)].
Output of the model is illustrated in Figs. S9 and S10.
Information Theoretic Regressors. For the analyses presented in Fig. 3 (analysis of saccadic RTs), Fig. 4 (analysis of pupil area), and the fMRI wholebrain analysis and ROI analysis presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively,
we used a GLM analysis with information theoretic regressors based on
the learning model.
The four task regressors were main effect of task, entropy of the model, IS,
and DKL. Each regressor used in fMRI analysis was deﬁned as a series of 300
delta functions (events of 0.1 s in duration) at the times of target appearance (for 300 trials), weighted by task parameters and convolved with the
hemodynamic response function. The weighting of each regressor on each
trial was deﬁned as follows.
All trials took value 1 as the main effect of task. Entropy of the model on
trial t was expressed as
360

HðtÞ ¼ ∑ p αt j α1:t−1 log
α¼1

Participants. Participants were 17 healthy volunteers age range 21–32 years,
7 females). All participants gave written informed consent in accordance
with the National Health Service Ofﬁce for Research Ethics Committees (ref 07/
Q1603/11).

[7]




1
 ;
p αt j α1:t−1

[9]

where p(αt+1jα1:t) is deﬁned analogously as in Eq. 8. The IS of trial t is
deﬁned as
IS ðαÞ ¼ − log pðαt jα1:t−1 Þ;

Model. The model was a normative Bayesian learner implemented numerically in MATLAB (MathWorks). It estimated the probability density distribution from which each target location, αt, was drawn, based on the current
and previous observations (i.e., α1:t), by assigning probabilities to putative
parameters of the underlying Gaussian distribution p(μt, σ t j α1:t).
The posterior probabilities assigned to each parameter pair p(μt, σ t j α1:t)
were calculated as follows. If the trial type is one-off, no updating occurs;
that is,
pðμt ; σ t jα1:t ; one − offt Þ ¼ pðμt ; σ t j α1:t−1 Þ:

[10]

where pðαt jα1:t−1 Þ deﬁned analogously as in Eq. 8. The DKL on trial t is
deﬁned as
360

DKL ðtÞ ¼ ∑ pðαt jα1:t−1 Þlog
α¼1

pðαt jα1:t−1 Þ
;
pðαt jα1:t Þ

[11]

where pðαt jα1:t−1 Þ is deﬁned analogously as in Eq. 8 and pðαt jα1:t Þ is deﬁned
analogously to the deﬁnition of pðαtþ1 jα1:t Þ in Eq. 8:

[4]
pðαt jα1:t Þ ¼ pðexpectedt Þ ∑ ∑ pðαt jαt ∼ N ðμt ; σ t ÞÞpðμt ; σ t jα1:t Þ
μtþ1 σ tþ1

þ pðone − offt ∪ updatet Þpðαt juniformð08; 3608ÞÞ:

Otherwise, probabilities are updated using Bayes’ rule:
pðμt ; σ t jα1:t Þ ∝ pðαt jμt ; σ t Þpðμt ; σ t j α1:t−1 ; φÞ;

[5]

where the variable φ denotes dependence of the prior on trial type as follows. If the trial type is update, a uniform prior over (μt ; σ t ) is used:
pðμt ; σ t j α1:t−1 ; updatet Þ ¼ 1=
360 × 50

[6]

where the denominator 360 × 50 represents the number of possible values
for (μt ; σ t Þ probed in the numerical implementation of the model. If the trial
type is expected (i.e., any trial that is not one-off or update), then the prior
on trial t is obtained without modiﬁcation from the posterior on trial t − 1:
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The output of the model and resulting regressors are illustrated in Figs. S9
and S10.
The shared variance between each pair of regressors was relatively low;
the R2 value for each pair was as follows: prior entropy and IS/R2 = 0.14; prior
entropy and DKL/R2 = 0.14; and IS and DKL/R2 = 0.15.
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